* Lucky * Hindenburger * up in the cloud? Spitting down on all us dirty
New Jersey Jews who talk too loud? You never had no use for veaklings or their
sissy can’ts? You flew over life in the seat of your pants? You had no use for veaklings
or the sissy save, out alone over the Atlentic, ven you had to go, you had to go? You were so brave?
You made pisselah and doodelah flying no-hands, bare-ass out over wave after wave? * Lucky * Hindenburger *
up in the cloud, you had no use for veaklings or their sissy salves and is it your fault that sucking too much perfume
from your overhead valve strained your pea brain into a Nazi compression cloud? * Lucky * 8Y^TU^RebWUb * X up in
the cloud are you just another mean, dumb, blonde Jew-hating shit? Suck everything from Father Abraham’s sheep dip
to Uncle Sigmund’s unrepressed bip? You stink on ice? Straighten up and crash in fitz, you fake goody-goody sky shitz,
vith that fake goody-goody smile on that cruel, cheap silent lip? You stupid closet-Nazi, flying faigelah delusion of grandeur
pleine de shit Germany First, Last, And Always Nitvit Anti-Semit? Suck well death’s tit, or go live in Paraguay, the green hearse,
vich is real verse? O! Vell you may ask, vell vhere is great lovely Jesus’ forgiveness in all this? O! Jesus vasn’t a veakling Jew
who got spit on and pissed? Left crying in the dirt in Roman Blonde Nazi eagle spit crying to God of hope so bereft? Vell,
is Russia alvays in trouble? Do they have any sharp Jews left? In 1492 did that mishuganah marrano, Columbus, discover
America ven sailing the ocean blue? That same year did the Jews in Spain get the royal heave-ho screw? Do Jews make
more money from their brains in 10 years in New York, than the Spanish raped in centuries out of South America’s
gold cork? Is New York the center of the world’s zippy? Is South America the asshole of Mississippi?
Stars shine bright on shatter light. Gold mine baruchas? More than one star screams kissenminen
touchas. Youomayobeowellobred.oWhenoyouospeakoyourolipsomay be dead. How
ever, The King Of The Universe’s brain arbeits in a Jewish head.* Fantastick * Dreck*
* Schmendricks * up in the clouds, let this be a verse case lesson to you.
Thee.oThe.oThat’s watch
Your spit. You get verse
Ven you hate the Jew,
Folks.
*
*
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